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I would like to begin my report by stating that this program’s master’s degree is
valuable, and I am happy to have received it. I would also like to state that this is not
my first year studying abroad in Paris through the University of California, and that
in undergrad I attended Science-Po, a University often regarded on par with Paris 2.
Right or wrong, that first experience served as my comparison to Paris 2.
Studying at Paris 2 this year exposed me to one of the least organized institutions I
have ever encountered. While the program had a mid-semester leadership change
that contributed to this conclusion, the transition of power itself was poor. For
example, during orientation the incoming and outgoing director disputed in front of
the entire class on whether Google is an appropriate legal search tool. This made
everyone feel uncomfortable, and was a textbook mistake on how to welcome a new
group of people into an organization.
After the first semester, I composed and continued keeping a list of grievances
throughout my year at Paris 2. While some are more trivial than others, they reflect
the poor learning environment that was unanimously (there were only 14 of us
students and yes, we all agreed) felt among my LLM peers. Several of my peers
looked over the following list and affirmed the validity of the grievances.
•

Class syllabus with a graded assignment due on the first day of class was
emailed to us the day before that first class. (Consumer relations class).

•

External Relations Professor said in class several times that she’ll provide a
copy of the previous year’s exam for preparation for her closed book final.
Doesn’t. And doesn’t respond to student emails reminding her to send it
until one week prior to exam.

•

Schedules changing, students constantly confused as to what time class
starts. Will show up an hour early, and wifi doesn't work so I can’t get any
work done.

•

Wifi Never works. No tech department to help when my computer when it
couldn't connect to the wifi, and one of the two admin people told me it was
my computer’s fault. I knew that but I still needed help fixing it. Got no work
done that entire day in school.

•

Internet cuts out during “open note” exam. Couldn't access my google doc
with notes. Flunked the exam. (Private International Law)

•

Constantly changing and delaying presentation dates. Will prepare and
practice all night for my scheduled presentation, then have it pushed back to
class two weeks later. Sometimes twice (Human Rights, Consumer
protection, External relations).

•

Orientation consisted of wandering around Paris registering for health
insurance and administrative things. The little instruction we had consisted
of browsing around the CURIA website and listening to the outgoing director
undercut the incoming director. Most of us knew CURIA anyway.

•

Scheduling aberrations resulted in a Final exam administered 6 weeks after
date of last day of class instruction. (External relations class)

•

No professor evaluations.

I would like to emphasize this final bullet point. There are no professor evaluations
given at all. This is a huge blunder that needs to be fixed, and it bridges into my final
grievance. While professors in France are given considerably more deference and
control over their classes, several grading practices by professors in this program
were at the least unfair, and at worst unethical.
While some students were given opportunities for extra credit, some were not.

Information redacted to protect confidentiality.

In conclusion, if there’s one thing I want you, UCH Global Programs, to take away
from this evaluation it’s the following. While Paris 2 is no doubt a valuable
academic partner, one which Hastings should do everything to keep, UC Hastings
students are accustomed and deserve more, and it’s up to your office to get it for us.
The amount of money we pay for this degree commands it.
Thank you, Katey, Professor Boswell, and everyone at Global Programs for your
support throughout this year. I was a great experience and I learned a lot.
Best regards,

